Biographers:

Cresacre More

Manuscripts

Seven Manuscripts, See Beal I/2: 348.

D456. British Library, Royal 17 B. XXVII.


D460. Gleeson Library, University of San Francisco.

D461. Yale University, MS Vault Shelves/More (uncatalogued) [For this item see Yale Library Catalogue,]


Editions


D464. [More, Cresacre.] D.O.M.S. The life and death of Sir Thomas Moore Lord high Chancellour of England. Written by M. T.M. and dedicated to the Queens most gracious Majestie. [Douai: Printed by D. Bellère, 1642?] [ESTCS112846; Not in STC or Wing or Gibson. A reissue of STC 18066 = STC 18066a on Microfilm.]


Studies


Il Moro

For Ellis Heywood's Italian dialogue in honour of Thomas More Il Moro (1556), see Ellis Heywood.